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Update on Strategic and Operational Delivery

Bernard Berson

Delivering strategically
Focused
Foodservice
investment

 Johannesburg Stock Exchange listing
 Largest listed Foodservice group outside of the US
 “Bidfood” branding being rolled out internationally

Delivering as we guided for
the first full six months as a
listed company

Business
model is
fine-tuned as
the group
expands










Refining the focus on the correct customer
Exiting highly commoditised or price-taker markets
Product and range extension to “centre of the plate”
Procurement strategy expanding rapidly across the globe
Ecommerce investment enhancing customer service experience
Key executive dedicated to market development and best technology
Spreading good ideas widely
Rolling out the Bidcorp way of doing things to new territories

Independence as a stand
alone group is energising
and allows all
Foodservice cash flows to
be captured for
concentrated organic and
acquisitive growth
(8 bolt-on acquisitions for
the period)

Interim
financial
performance

 Real home currency growth across all geographies
 Strong cash position mitigates market volatilities and uncertainties, a
competitive advantage when trading across numerous jurisdictions

Actual HEPS up 20,3%,
constant currency HEPS
up 22,1%

People

 Philosophy of autonomy with accountability
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Delivering operationally

Australasia

UK

Europe

Emerging
markets

Bidcorp

 Exiting of Logistics has gone to plan in Australia, boosting overall profit margin and profitability
 Increased focus on free trade and supply chain initiatives in New Zealand
 An overall record interim result again
 Realistic about the uncertainties posed by the EU referendum vote, positive shifts in business mix
 Improved overall margin despite the challenge of currency volatility and import food inflation
 As flagged, Logistics is a sub-optimal area to be in but we know what to do and the options available
 A pleasing regional result at higher margin, notably in Benelux and Eastern Europe
 Italy did well on a like-for-like basis and was boosted by a positive Quartiglia contribution

 Outperforming against an often negative macro backdrop
 Strategic clarity and deep local knowledge delivers a strong operational result

 Revenue growth of 3,1% at constant currency reflective of deliberate mix rebalancing
 Leading to a 16,3% growth in trading profit at constant currency with margin at 4,2% vs. 3,6%
 Bolt-ons provided a minimal contribution for the six months
Financial results for the half year ended December 31 2016
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Trading Performance

Bernard Berson

Trading performance
Australasia

Australia

(incorporating Australia and New Zealand)
Trading profit R million
1800

6,2%

1600
1400
1200
1000
800
600

 Three small bolt-ons to plug network gap

Trading margin %

1 778

6,5%

 Competitor activity on the increase

6,0%

 Sales down 8,1% in AUD on exit of low margin Logistics

5,5%

 Foodservice sales up 5,7% in AUD

5,0%

 Trading profit up 8,7% in AUD

4,5%

 Speciality offering now performing to a higher level

5,3%
770
PF H1 2016

944
H1 2017

PF 2016

Segment Overview

New Zealand

 Largest source of group profit and cash flow
 New Zealand economy outperforming Australia

 Sales up 12,5% like-for-like (excluding exited retail) with
trading profit up 23,3% in NZD

 Almost non-existent food inflation

 Sourcing and processing initiatives yielding good results

 Real growth in Foodservice sales

 Continued investment in physical capacity

 Focus on quality and mix of business rather than
unit growth
 Segment margin improves to 6,2% from 5,3%

 Business development focused on complementary
offering
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Trading performance
Foodservice

United Kingdom
(incorporating Foodservice, Fresh and Logistics)
Trading profit R million

Trading margin %

Trading margin % (excl. Logistics)

1 700
1 500

5,2%

1 300
1 100

4,0%
2,5%

2,9%
1 474

900
700

758
PF H1 2016

5,0%

 Trading profit up 20,8% with margin at 4,5% vs. 3,7%

4,0%

 Free trade and own brand volume growth >5%

3,0%

 Vivas JV gained good volume in free trade

2,0%

 Carefully managing customer margin, pricing expectation

1,0%

Fresh

750

500
H1 2017

 Sales down 4,6% in GBP, in line with quality of business
strategy and an extra week LY

PF 2016

 Up to 70% of purchases ex UK – currency sensitivity

Segment Overview

 Seafood particularly affected by pricing pressure

 Economic backdrop remained buoyant

 Overall profits up, assisted by Noone acquisition

 Lower pound and abnormal volatility affected spot
procurement, particularly in Fresh

Logistics

 Extra trading week in last year’s Foodservice base
(£2 million profit impact)

 Concerted effort to restore sustainable profits

 Two bolt-ons contributed, adding geographic spread

 Despite higher volume, the business remained marginal
 CD and PCL separated, strategic options for CD under
consideration
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Trading performance
Europe

Netherlands

(incorporating Netherlands, Belgium, Czech, Slovakia, Poland, Italy, Baltics, Spain)

Trading profit R million
1 200

Trading margin %
3,8%

3,6%

3,6%
900
1 053

600
589

300
PF H1 2016

 Investment in capacity upgrades, simplification of
business continues

3,4%

3,2%

464

 Sales growth of 4,7% in EUR driven by double digit
growth in national accounts and free trade

H1 2017

3,2%

 Whilst small, the Fresh category is performing well

3,0%

Belgium

2,8%

 Brussels sales remain depressed

PF 2016

 Business outperforming the overall market

Segment Overview
 Strategic initiatives in Netherlands bearing fruit in
improved service levels and profitability
 Polish business maturing, Lodz warehouse operational

 Sales up 13,6% in EUR with foodservice up by 18,5%
 Small bolt-on (Bestfood) wef September, no material
contribution

 Combined trading profit up 23,5% in constant currency
 Segment margin increased from 3,2% to 3,6%
 Opportunities identified in existing and new territories
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Trading performance
Czech and Slovakia
 Sales up 8,7% and trading profits up 16,0% in CZK
 Shift in mix from retail to HORECA in Czech
 Slovakia grew sales strongly in HORECA and retail
 Investment in fresh and frozen products
Poland
 Growth in personnel as business expands
 Sales up 19,1% - free trade, national accounts focus
 Continued margin improvement
 Ongoing DC investment
Baltics – Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania
 Double digit growth in foodservice sales
 Number of new customers continues to grow

Italy
 Sales up 5,2% like-for-like, up 19,9% including Quartiglia
acquisition
 Trading profits up 14,4% like-for-like, up 21,8%, including
Quartiglia acquisition
 Focus on street trade and foreign sales within Bidcorp
 New warehousing capacity
 Additional acquisitive opportunities identified

Spain
 Real growth in EUR, focus on fresh and hotel channels
 Market opportunities are being pursued
Turkey
 Growth in sales assisted by Monin brand
 Hospitality trade negatively impacted by political events
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Trading performance
Emerging Markets
(incorporating Hong Kong, China, Singapore, South Africa, Chile, Brazil,
Middle East)
Trading profit R million

Trading margin %
6,5%

950
5,9%

850

6,0%

Greater China
Hong Kong
 Sales up 5,5% in HKD with trading profits up 7,2%
 Benefits of promotional initiatives and new product lines
 Macau business affected by reduced tourism from China

750
650

5,3%

5,5%

934

550
450

467

5,0%

585

350

4,5%
H1 2016

H1 2017

2016

Segment Overview
 Sales up 12,1% in constant currency, margin up from
5,3% to 5,9%
 A pleasing performance in all territories
 Chipkins Puratos JV in South Africa to strengthen
bakery offering

Mainland China
 Sales up 15,7% in HKD on buoyant demand
 Second tier city focus and new product introductions
 China half of revenue and profit, significant potential
Singapore
 Trading profits up 77,0% in SGD, significant margin
improvement as commodity operations exited
 Foodservice focus in restaurants, hotels and catering
 Regional Foodservice division developing strategies for
other countries

 Asian region offering tremendous potential
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Trading performance
South Africa

Middle East

 A weak economy, vigorous competition, accelerating
food inflation

 Outperforming in a challenging regional economy

 Sales up 12,6% and trading profits up 27,1% in ZAR
 Independent channel drives growth, assisted by
online ordering and private label

 Sales up 23,3% in AED with trading profit up 28,4%

 HORECA sales in UAE especially strong, up 25,1%
 Saudi Arabia sales up 8,9% at good margin

Chile
 Trading profit up 21,6% in CLP, ahead of expectation

 Focused Foodservice offer, bakery exited
 New branch and distribution in Concepción
contributed positively
Brazil
 Sales up 12,2% in BRL with trading profit up 31,7%
 Mariusso acquisition, no profit impact yet
 Successfully gaining new customers and volume
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Outlook

Australasia

United
Kingdom

 Australia – budgeting for continued real growth, driven by free trade,
product development and new branches
 New Zealand – substantial investment, budgeting for a record year
 ZAR result in 2016 represents a high base due to currency weakness
 Continued real growth targeted in GBP for the second six months

Innovation

Disruption

Growth
Europe

Emerging
Markets

Bidcorp






Free trade focus underpins an improving Western European result
Leveraging Made in Italy procurement for group-wide benefit
Strategy in Eastern Europe yielding positive growth and returns
A positive second half is anticipated

 Strengthening of Chinese second-tier city presence and product offering
 Achieving good growth in the independent channel in South Africa
 Developing increased scale in Latin America
 Assessing optimal capital structure
 Acquisition opportunities assessed on merit and strategic fit
Financial results for the half year ended December 31 2016
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Financial
David Cleasby

Dynamic trading businesses with a healthy financial position
 Robust financial position

EBITDA R billion

 Capital investments delivering efficiencies and future
growth capacity
 A healthy platform off which to deliver on the return
objectives

Trading profit R billion
6,4
5,2

3,0

3,5
2,4

2,8

 Investment case – worldwide foodservice focus

 Affirming target of real growth in HEPS through a
combination of organic and acquisitive expansion

PF H1 16

H1 2017

PF 2016

Shareholder equity R billion
23,0

22,2

PF H1 16 H1 2017

PF 2016

Net debt R billion

24,1

4,3
1,7
PF H1 2016 H1 2017

PF 2016
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Statement of profit
Revenue R billion
160

5,4

140

5,1

5,2

120

5,0
4,7

100
80
60

4,8

4,6

4,6

4,4
140,5
68,2

72,3

PF H1 2016

PF H2 2016

4,4
4,2

67,8

40

4,0
PF 2016

Earnings R billion

4,0
3,5
3,0
2,5
2,0
1,5
1,0
0,5
0,0

 Healthy financial result driven organically

EBITDA margin %

H1 2017

 Revenue flat at R67,8 billion
 Constant currency revenue grew by 3,1%
 Trading EBITDA up 17,3% to R3,5 billion
 Trading EBITDA margin up to 5,1%
 Underlying headline earnings up 21,2% to
R2,0 billion

HEPS - ZA cents
1 080,0

 Positive momentum maintained through the period

1200

 Headline EPS up 20,3% to 600,3 cents

1000

499,1

800

600,3

580,9

600

3,6

400
1,6

2,0

PF H1 2016

PF H2 2016

2,0

 Constant currency HEPS grew by 22,1%
 An interim cash dividend of 250,0 cents declared –
based off H1 HEPS and in line with dividend policy

200
0

PF 2016

H1 2017
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Statement of profit
PF H1 2016
25%
20,2%

H1 2017

PF 2016

21,4% 20,8%

20%

16,6% 17,3% 17,1%

 Quality of earnings evident in the result, underpinned by
disciplined trading
 Gross profit percentage of 21,4% versus 20,2%
 Reflecting the benefit of focusing on the correct
mix of business

15%
10%

 Operating expenses

5%

 increased slightly as a percentage of sales as the shift to
independent business has a higher cost to serve, sales &
distribution costs overall well controlled

0%
Gross profit %

Total expenses %

 Some wage pressure in growing economies
PF H1 2016
6%
5%

H1 2017

PF 2016

5,1%
4,4%

4,6%

4,2%
3,6%

4%

3,7%

 Trading profit grew by 15,7% to R2,8 billion with trading
profit margin increasing to 4,2% from 3,6%
 Net interest paid declines 24,4% to R118,5 million

3%

 Robust cash generation over the period

2%

 Asset management pleasing

1%
0%
EBITDA margin %

Trading profit margin %
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Statement of profit
 Taxation
 Effective tax rate of 24,7% is in line with our expectations (excluding capital items)
 Mix of tax rates in differing jurisdictions
 F2017 guidance approximately 25%
 Associates
 Principally specialist Fresh businesses in the Netherlands
 Share of profit of associates R11,5 million versus R4,6 million in PF H1 2016
 Likely to remain an immaterial feature of the income statement
 Non-controlling interests
 Small minority interests in certain subsidiaries, mainly mainland China and Turkey
 Bolt-on acquisitions often result in the owner-manager remaining invested and aligning with Bidcorp

 Non-controlling interest share of earnings R8,3 million versus R17,4 million in PF H1 2016, lower due to the
takeover of the Shenzhen 40% minority
 Likely to remain an immaterial feature of the income statement
Financial results for the half year ended December 31 2016
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Financial position
Equity R billion
25,0
24,0
23,0
22,0
21,0
20,0
19,0
18,0
17,0
16,0

4,3
23,1

24,2

Net debt R billion

4,0
22,3

3,5
3,0
2,5

1,7

1,7

1,7

2,0
1,5
1,0

PF H1 2016

H2 2016

F2016

EBITDA interest cover x
29,0
27,0
25,0
23,0
21,0
19,0
17,0
15,0

4,5

24,2

H1 2017

Debt to equity %

20

17,4

15

7,0

7,0

10

7,5

5
19,1

24,5

21,7

29,3

0
PF H1 2016

PF H2 2016

F2016

H1 2017

 Strong statement of financial position backed by
historically reliable cash flows provides flexibility to
pursue growth ambitions, both organic and acquisitive
 Equity decline driven by positive earnings growth,
dividends paid and negative FCTR movements
 Net debt of R1,7 billion
 Weighted average interest rate on borrowings 2,0%
 Funding renegotiated to capture lower funding costs
(Euro, Sterling and Australian $)

 Debt matched to assets (natural hedge)
 Shareholder equity of R22,2 billion or R66,21 per share
 Returns
 Return on average shareholder equity 17,4% vs
16,1% (PF H1 2016)
 Return on average ROFE of 36,0% vs 32,5%
(PF H1 2016)
 Solvency and Liquidity
 Net debt to equity ratio of 7,5%, net debt to
annualised trading EBITDA of 0,24x
 Trading EBITDA interest cover 29,3x, Trading profit
interest cover 23,8x
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Cash flow
 H1 2017
 Cash generated from operations pre working capital R3,4 billion
 Working capital
 Working capital absorbed in H1 and released in H2

 Working capital absorption of R1,3 billion – normal for the first half
 Net working capital cycle of 3 days (PF H1 2016: 5 days) (PF2016: (1) day)
 Inventory

- 29 days

(PF H1 2016: 31 days)

(PF2016: 29 days)

 Receivable - 37 days

(PF H1 2016: 44 days)

(PF2016: 37 days)

 Payables

(PF H1 2016: 70 days)

(PF2016: 67 days)

- 63 days

 Cash generated by operations R2,1 billion
 Cash and cash equivalents of R5,3 billion as at December 31 2016 versus R3,7 billion H1 2016
 Capex of R730,2 million versus a depreciation and amortisation charge of R608.0 million - ongoing investment into
PPE ahead of capacity requirements
 Acquisitions – Bolt-on’s acquired R495,8 million
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Financial guidance
 Low gearing with adequate unused facilities
 Highly cash generative (managed correctly)
 Businesses are anticipating continued real growth in their home currencies in the period ahead
 Improving ROE and ROFE
 Currency volatility will continue to be a feature but businesses managed in their local currencies; long term investment
returns will outstrip the negative effects of currency volatility
 The world is an uncertain place but Bidcorp anticipates delivering period of progress ahead

 50% international shareholder base, strategic focus to broaden shareholder base internationally
 Some features of the period ahead:
 Sale of 50% of the Bakery business – estimated wef April 2017
 Rand vs. many currencies - > appreciably stronger than H1 BUT difficult to predict
 Review of funding ongoing for efficacy and capacity creation
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Q&A

All

Appendix

Operations

International foodservice presence
Revenue

Emerging
Markets
15%

Trading profit

 24 500 employees
Australasia
23%

Emerging
Markets
20%

 260 warehouses, 1,3 million m²

Australasia
33%

 500 000 distribution points
 5 000 distribution vehicles

Europe
24%

 >300 000 customers

United
Kingdom
38%

 60% Independent trade

Europe
21%
United
Kingdom
26%

 >320 000 stock keeping units
 >$10 billion in sales

Australasia
Australasia

United Kingdom

Europe

United Kingdom

Europe

Emerging Markets

Emerging Markets
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Group overview (pro forma)

R’000s
Revenue
Trading profit
Trading margin

Half year ended
Dec 31 2016

Pro forma
Half year ended
Dec 31 2015

67 821 938

140 523 301

(0,5%)

2 825 913

2 441 784

15,7%

4,2%

3,6%

16,3%

Change

Proven formula delivers strong result
Momentum continued through the first half with real growth in home currency achieved across all segments
 Delivering strong real growth in a predominantly subdued inflation environment
 Positive currency translation impact on ZAR/EUR (2%) and ZAR/AUD (7%) but adverse on ZAR/GBP (14%)
 Largely organically driven as bolt-ons not reflected for full six months
 Eight bolt-on acquisitions collectively add R1,9 billion to revenue and R100 million to EBITDA in a full year
 Challenge of coping with unaccustomed GBP weakness/volatility post EU referendum
 Quality of revenue improving as single-minded service delivery focus around food gains traction across geographies
 Portfolio approach with good collaboration between teams to share best practice
 Bidfood rebranding roll out internationally underway
Outlook for the second six months
 Consistently managing that which is within Bidcorp control and being adaptable to factors beyond our control
 Currency variability will have an impact on ZAR reported results but underlying operating performance remains positive
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Australasia
Features of the trading period in Australia
 Winding down of Logistics, Foodservice growth, and tight expense control positively affected margin by 0,9%
 Mining industry linked branches experienced weaker trading but overall trading was positive
 Acquisitions in Port Macquarie and Launceston add to national coverage, taking number of branches to 33
 New sites in Queensland and New South Wales to open in H2
 Rolling out smaller, high-service level depots in Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane initially
 Imports division trading profit up by 16,5%, increased direct sourcing a major opportunity
 Fresh returned a substantially improved result and is benefitting from revised structure – a growth focus
 Meat result substantially better on focus to grow both external and internal sales, a small acquisition in Canberra
Outlook for the second half
 The second half commenced on a firm note, with H1 momentum continuing
 Branch network expanding with the target customer in the free trade category
 In-house sourcing where appropriate, including own imports, Bidfood Procurement Community and DAC in Italy
 Fresh and Meat have scope to better leverage off Foodservice
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Australasia
Features of the trading period in New Zealand
 Food deflation but price pressures are evident in a buoyant domestic economy
 Higher margins across Foodservice, Fresh, and Processing
 Complementary offerings to Foodservice increasingly important, adds to total service solution
 Freshex (produce wholesaler in Hamilton) and Fire ‘n Ice (NaturalAz sous vide range) settled in
 Organic growth strategy includes greenfields DC sites Hamilton, Timaru, Invercargill, and Nelson with four further
projects identified and being assessed
 Import strategy boosting margins and adding to range, smarter procurement resulting in improved supplier pricing
 Fresh profits up 24,3% on a 12,4% rise in sales on strong growth in free trade
 Processing sales up 38,0% – accelerating volumes in bakery and vegetables beneficial for unit costs and efficiency,
boosting profitability
 Logistics benefitting from earlier rationalisation
Outlook for the second half
 Physical capacity constraints being addressed but a tight labour market is a challenge
 Annualised revenue running at NZD1 billion
 A large new customer win in Fresh
 IT investment ongoing, including a pricing and margin management tool
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United Kingdom
Features of the trading period in United Kingdom
 Captures full six months following EU referendum vote on June 23 2016
 Management assesses risks, opportunities and customer impacts – scenarios, contingencies
 Economic conditions have been favourable and free trade volume growth positive
 Tourism and staycation demand has improved
 Prices of imported Fresh - buy today, sell tomorrow - immediately affected, intraday currency volatility a difficulty
 Foodservice pricing more muted in the period but forward price inflation expectations approximately 5%
 New site in Slough fully operational, upgraded ecommerce software and voice picking technology
 Key national customer retained for five years
 Recent acquisitions of Cimandis (Channel Islands) and Caterfood (South Devon) add to geographic reach, further
acquisitions possible in Foodservice and Fresh
 Despite a 6,5% increase in Logistics case volume, margin per case remains under pressure
Outlook for the second half
 Rebranding rollout
 Price increases, careful management of margin per customer, product substitution alternatives
 Worst Brexit fears unfounded as yet but there is a protracted journey before Britain leaves the EU
 A good basis for a better Foodservice result in 2017, management sticking to execution on strategy
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Europe
Features of the trading period in Europe
 Food focus yielding results across the region
 In Netherlands, national accounts and free trade sales growth 13,3% and 14,1% respectively
 In Belgium, HORECA segment flat like-for-like but sales in total were up 18,5% due to Bestfood (four months)
 Quartiglia acquisition 12,2% to DAC sales in Italy for the period, street trade increased to 75% of DAC sales
 Czech and Slovakia HORECA business 69% of total vs. 66% as sales growth exceeds Retail – margin improvement
 Independent channel and national accounts segments in Poland grew sales by 20,3% and 16,7% respectively
 Foodservice sales in Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania grew by 36%, 24% and 13% respectively and 19% overall
 Whilst small, the Spanish operation increased sales by 15,4% with result benefitting from improved GP, lower expenses

Outlook for the second half
 Eastern Europe continuing to trade strongly as the businesses come of age, benefitting from modernisation
 Dutch businesses is transforming to a high-service model satisfactorily but returns still lag in a hard-fought market
 DAC Italy assessing possible acquisition

 Investigating further acquisitive opportunities in current and adjacent territories
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Emerging markets
Features of the trading period in Emerging Markets
 Chinese consumer demand for the expanding Bidcorp product offering, including gourmet, delivered through
the supermarket chain, hotels, restaurants, bakery and other channels, continues to accelerate
 Second-tier Chinese cities being exploited from a major city base, for example Shenzhen, include, inter alia, Hangzhou,
Nanjing, Shenyang, Shanxi, Shijiazhuang, Chongqing, Xiamen, Yunnan, Zhengzhou, Nanning, Chengdu, Changsha,
Xian, Sanya and Wuhan
 Hong Kong and China supplier partners providing best in class produce targeted at a discerning market
 Hong Kong sales adversely affected by recent political issues but profitability remained satisfactory whilst the new
leased warehouse is positive for operational efficiencies
 The aggregate Singapore margin improved to 3,0% from 1,8% (2,5% F2016) as Foodservice focus yields results

 In South Africa, Bidfood increased profits by 23,3%, Crown by 28,0%, Bakery Solutions by 47,0% and Food Exports by
39,5% with an increase in sales of 12,6% translating to an aggregate 27,1% rise in trading profit
 Sales spread in South Africa - foodservice (57%), food ingredients (26%), bakery solutions (15%), exports (2%)
Outlook for the second half
 Middle East trading satisfactorily, benefitting from focus on UAE and Saudi Arabia
 Building a good base and learnings in Brazil and Chile to expand - motivated and ambitious management
 South Africa delivered a strong first half in ZAR, outperforming the market, and is maintaining momentum
 Existing and new products together with an energetic sales effort and quality service is driving China result
Financial results for the half year ended December 31 2016
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Bidcorp strategy

Foodservice is our business across multiple customer segments
Internationally diverse across five continents in over 30 countries
An entrepreneurially decentralised business model proven over a quarter-century
Leveraging off positive industry growth dynamics driven by an accelerating trend
to out-of-home dining globally
Low debt, cash generative with a modern, well-invested asset base

Growth is organic, acquisitive-organic through in-country bolt-on’s and by
acquiring in new geographies
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Appendix

Bidcorp segment profits detail

Segment profits detail

ZAR’000

Trading profit
H1 2017

Margin
%

Share of
group %

Change
%

Margin
%

2 867 081

Australasia

943 601

6,2

33,4

22,5

770 231

5,3

31,6

United Kingdom

749 751

2,9

26,5

(1,1)

757 726

2,5

31,0

Europe

588 952

3,6

20,9

27,0

463 630

3,2

19,0

Emerging Markets

584 777

5,9

20,7

25,3

466 758

5,3

19,1

Total

(41 168)
2 825 913

2 458 345

Share of
group %

Foodservice

Corporate

101,5

Trading profit
PF H1 2016

(1,5)
4,2

100,0

100,7

(16 561)
15,7

2 441 784
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3,6

100,0
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Thank you

